A delay-vector phase space reconstruction in which the delay time satisfies a minimum redundan~ criterion is compared with a reconstruction obtained using a singular system approach, Minimum redundancy produces the better reconstruction. The reconstructions are compared using a distortion functional .~ which measures how well the location of a point in the original phase space can be determ~i~ed on the basis of its image under the reconstruction process. The superiority of the redundancy analysis over the singular system analysis ~s found to arise from the former's foundation on the notion of general independence as opposed to the latter's foundation on the notion of linear independence.
Inlroduetion
The observation that the dynamics of a system with many degrees of freedom can be investigated using time series of a single scalar observable has broadened the class of experiments in which complex behavior can be interpreted as manifestations of strange attractors, Packard et al. [1] suggested two schemes for reconstructing vector dynamics from scalar time series. Takeas [2] suggested the same techniques and proved that reconstructions are generically diffeomorphic (one to one differentiable with a one to one differentiable inverse) to the original dynamics.
In the ensuing flood of applications of these ideas, eyperimenters observed that some reconstructions are better than others. Usually a bad reconstruction is one that is not invertible, i.e., points in the reconstructed phase space do not uniquely identify points in the original phase space. In experimental situations, noise makes all reconstructions non-invertible and whether a reconstruction is good or bad is a question of degree. It is harder to estimate diffeomorphic invariants using worse reconstructions. For instance Haucke et al. [3] studied the dependence of their estimates of fractal dimension (a diffeomorphic invariant) on the parameters of their reconstructions. One is led to ask, "Which reconstruction is "most diffeomorphic' to the original phase space?" Thus there is a need for techniques of obtaining good reconstructions that do not depend on trial and error or the taste of the operator. Takens' paper is mathematically authoritative, but it does not touch on many of the issues that must be considered by an experimenter in applying the techniques. From Takens' mathematical point of view a reconstruction is diffeomorphic to the original phase space or it is not, and an idea such as "more diffeomorphic" is meaningless. An experimenter is assured that he can extract diffeomorphic invariants (dimensions, Lyapunov exponents. etc.) of an attractor trom an infinite amount of noise-free data, but he is given little help in selecting a reconstruction technique that will be robust to the limitations inherent in "real" data. In the paper by Packard et al. most of the issues involved in obtaining good reconstructions are discussed.
Their discussion is not rigorous; it focuses on describing problems rather than solutions.
Following a suggestion of Shaw's, Fraser and Swinney [4] implemented an information theoretic procedure for finding good reconstructions.
Roughly the procedure requires that the mutual information between the components of a twodimensional reconstruction should be as small as possible. In [5] we expanded the two-dimensional approach to higher dimensions by minimizing re. dundancy, which is a generalization of mutual information. Brc~ornhead and King [6, 7] have introduced an alternative procedure based on singular value decompositions, which they call a singular systems approaci~.
In the present paper we try to define more precisely what good reconstructions are, and how one might determine whether a reconstruction is good without having an original phase space trajectory available. We apply the two suggested pro. .,'edu:es to a quasiperiodic time series, and we evaluate the reconstructions by measuring how closely points in the original phase space can be approximated by a piecewise linear map applied to points in the reconstructed phase space. We find the reconstruction produced by the singular system approach to be inferior. We then use the exanaple to illustrate the weaknesses of the singular system approach.
History
Takens [2] describes a technique for determining whether experimental behavior (such as in the transition to turbulence in Taylor-Couette flow) can be attributed to the presence of a strange attractor. The two characteristics that he uses to identify a strange attractor are small noninteger dimension and positive entropy. The paper explains how a scalar time series of measurements can be used to measure attractor dimension and entropy. As a first step in developing the technique, Takens shows that if the dynamics are governed by a finite-dimensional attractor, then it is a generic property that a time series of a scalar observable can be used to construct a vector time series that is diffeomorphic to the original dynamics.
Experimenters' experience
Since the publication of the papers by Packard et al. [11 and Takens [2] , hundreds of experimenters have used delay coordinates to reconstruct phase space trajectories from scalar time series. While some experimenters have found that their reconstructions are robust with respect to the choice of coordinates (time delay T) [8] , the more common experience is that the values of "invariants" (dimension, entropy, Lyaponov exponents, etc.) seem to depend on the reconstruction chosen. In the proceedings of one conference [31, five different papers stress the importance of choosing the correct parameters for a reconstruction.
In section 4 we suggest that the appropriate way to quantify the quality of a reconstruction is in terms of a distortion functional ,~(S, V) which is evaluated over the "original" phase space S and the reconstructed phase space V. One would like to choose a distortion measure in such a way that invariants are easy to estimate if a reconstruction has low distortion. The observation that experimenters can tell whether reconstructions are distorted even when the original phase spaces are not available, suggests that it might be possible to define a distortion measure that does not involve the original phase space S. We examine this question more closely in section 4.
The informal analysis of Packard et al.
Packard et al. discussed how one obtains good reconstructions from experimental data in terms of the probability densities that are assumed to arise from ergodic natural measures of attractors. Such probability densities can be estimated from experimental data. In order to discuss these densities we will use GaUager's notation [9] . An upper case letter Z indicates an ensemble which consists of a set of possible values (also indicated by the same upper.case letter) and an associated probability function Pz-The corresponding lower-case letter z indicates an element of the set Z. To indicate a vector variable or a set of vectors we use boldface letters, e.g. z or g.
Using this notation, we can describe dynamical systems and their measurements as we conceive of them in this paper. We denote the phase space S with elements s. We suppose that the dynamics are given by a map q,: S ~ $ with s(t + 1)ffi ~(s(t)) and that there is a scalar observable function I/,: S ~ R. Before the values of the observable can be recorded, they are contaminated by measurement noise. Thus we model the measurements X by
x(t)

+,1(t),
where ~ is an independent noise term.
The simplest way to reconstruct phase space from a scalar time series is by using delay coordinates, i.e., v(t) --x~r(t), where we have introduced the notational convenience
Xr, n(t)-m(x(t),x(t+ T),...,x(t+(m-1)T)).
We can denote the composition of the observable function, measurement pzocess, and method of delays by O: S ~ V, where are discrete approximations to derivatives, e.g., ,,(t) = v,(t),..., vm_,(t)) and
Vi(t) = ~(s(t + iT)) + 71(t + iT) = x(t + iT).
• is called the reconstruction function. We could use a more general reconstruction, e.g.,
v,(t) = Ea,,:(t +j). (z)
Here the coordinate functions are linear. Packard et al. suggested trying coordinate functions which
Redundancy analysis
The qualitative analysis of the previous subsection is instructive, but a quantitative procedure would be more helpful for experimenters. In resao~e to this need Fraser and Swinney [4] developed a procedure for choosing the best delay to use for a two-dimensional reconstruction. The criteflon which was suggested by Shaw [10] is that the delay should be set at the first local minimum of mutual information between the coordinates. Fraser and Swinney state that the best value of delay T is the smallest T for which I( X(t); X(t + T)) is a local minimum. Thus I( X(t); X(t + T)) must be calculated from joint densities Px~t). x~t, r) for many values of 7'. Mutual information can detect nonlinear correlations. Thus while plots of I vs. T are reminiscent of simple autocorrelation plots, they are sensitive to dependencies of any kind.
In a second paper [5] we generalized the procedure to reconstructions of arbitrary embedding dimensions and added an analysis that determined the required embedding dimension. We defined the redundancy of a multidimensional distribution R,, r, -log Px~t)Pxo+r~ "'" Px~t+~m-t)r~ "
We also defined the marginal redundancy
R ,r, = I( X(t + roT); Xrm(t)) = Rr,. _l
We developed a recursive algorithm for estimating redundancy that produces a much more accurate estimate than could be obtained by naively applying a uniform partition to phase space. The execution time for the algorithm is proportional to N log N, where N is the number of data points.
Consideration of redundancy provides a quantitative foundation for the ideas of "the degree of independence" and "sharply peaked distributions" discussed by Packard et al. [ll. The variables X(t), X(t + T), X(t + 2T) are "more independent" when R r is smaller, and the conditional distribution px,+,,r~txr is more "sharply peaked"* when R~ is larger.
To find a good reconstruction using these tools one should first choose the embedding dimension m so that the conditional densities px,+mr~lxr,~ are "sharply peaked", i.e., m is chosen to make R~ r large. Next T must be selected so that on the average a point on the attractor in the reconstructed phase space v(t) provides as much useful information about the original phase space point s(t) as possible. In [5] we argued that the best estimate for this useful information is
Here the accuracy A is defined as the average information that an isolated scalar measurement x pro~des about the system state S, i.e., A =-I(X; S). In maximizing Q(m, T) (eq. (2)), the term ((m-1)(A-h~,T)) assures that T is small with respect to A/h~, and the term R r enforces independence of the coordinates.
The singular systems approach
Broomhead and King [6, 7] have introduced a sophisticated linear analysis of time series which was intended to provide good phase space reconstructions. They call their analysis the singular system approach. It is based on the KarhunenLoeve theorem [12, vol. 2, p . 144], which is discussed in the framework of information theory in *There are subtleties in these quantifications of "independent" and "sharp" because they are measure theoretic and strictly construed are devoid of topological properties.
Gallager [9, p. 402] . The basic idea is that the mean-squared distance between points on the reconstructed attractor should be maximized.
In order to describe their approach, we introduce the n.window w(t) -x~(t). The idea is that n should be larger than the embedding dimension m and that the reconstruction should consist of a linear projection from W to an m-dimensional subspace F. The basis of F is chosen to maximize (Iv] 2). The first basis vector eo is chosen to maximize (Iw. eo12), and the second is chosen to maximize (Iw. ell2) subject to eo.e 1-0. The procedure is continued in the obvious fashion and produces an orthonormal basis such that <(e~. w)(ej, w))=8~.~o~, i.e., the random vail. ables v~--(ej. ,,) are linearly independent. It is important to note that this is not statistical or general independence but only linear independence. Given an experimental data set this analysis can be done using a singular value decomposition routine available in many subroutine libraries [13] . The aumbers o~-~/(Iw' ell 2) are called singular values (where o 0 >_o I >_ o 2 ~ o~... ).
Broomhead and King explain that if the data are noisy and the variance of the noise is o~, then every singular value will be augmented by o~. Thus noise dominates any v~ whose corresponding singular value o~ is comparable to o~, and such components should be discarded. This process results in a reduction of the noise power in the reconstruction V by a factor m/n where (n -m) is the dimension of the discarded subspace and m is the dimension of the retained subspace. They say that the significant singular values o o -.. o~_ and the corresponding singular vectors e o ..-era_ represent the deterministic aspects of the time series and that the remaining singular values and singular vectors represent the noise.
They comment that the number of significant singular vectors m is not invariant with respect to diffeomorphisms of the scalar observable 4,. In fact m increases if the n-windows are made longer. In order to control the size of m they suggest selecting an n-window so that nt s = ~*, where ~'* is the time corresponding to the first zero crossing of the second derivative of the autocorrelation function C(T)=(x(t)x(t + T)), and t, is the sample time.
Broomhead and King's approach to phase space reconstruction has two striking advantages over the previous approaches. First, the procedure has a built-in filter for reducing noise. Second, the coordinate functions used to obtain the reconstruction are more general, i.e., all linear projections are considered, not just delta functions 8,r, j. There are also practical advantages in tb~t singular value decomposition subroutines arc available in many subroutine libraries and these subroutines are faster and require fewer data than a redundancy analysis. These strengths can be overwhelmed by the weaknesses that we describe below. (The weaknesses of the singular system approach have been examined in previous work by Brandstater et al. [14] and Meese et al. [15] .)
Correlation and independence
The singular system analysis suggested by Broomhead and King and the redundancy analysis that we suggested are best distinguished by their different underlying notions of independence. For the singular system analysis, the interdependence of random variables is measured by their correlation, and for the redundancy analysis the connection is measured by mutual information. To illustrate these two measures of dependence, suppose that there are two random variables y and z whose joint probability density is described by the Gaussian and recording 65536 y values at intervals of t s ---0.02. We added an independent Gaussian noise term to each y value, and then did a discrete Fourier transform. A low pass filter was accomplished by setting all the terms above 0.5 times the Nyquist frequency to zero and transforming back to the time domain. We generated a second filtered time series by setting the same high frequency terms to zero and using a random number generater to adjust the phases of the remaining low frequency terms. Thus we obtained two time series with identical power spectra and consequently identical autocorrelation functions ( fig. 1 ). The first time series ( fig. l(a) ) represents noisy measurements of a deterministic process of three degrees of freedom, while the second ( fig. l(b) ) is essentially filtered noise with 16387 degrees of freedom. The different characteristics of the two time series can be distinguished by a redundancy analysis but not by their autocorrelation functions.
Comparing reconstructions
We need a quantitative measure of the quality of a reconstruction to compare reconstructions suggested by the singular system analysis suggested by Broomhead and King with reconstruc- tions suggested by our redundancy analysis. We develop such a quantitative measure by mimicking Shannon's discussion of fidelity evaluation [11, p. 108 ]. The reconstruction V should be related in a particular way to the original phase space S. We want to measure the degree to which such a relationship fails to hold with a distortion functional*
~(S,V).
The measure of quality we use is based on the idea that a reconstruction should be diffeomorplfic to the true dynanfics. We require "--" :" "-tllitt It Og; IJU~i-ble to approximate the diffeomorphism by a piecewise linear map. We fit a piecewise linear map from the reconstruction to our original phase space and consider the residual ,,f the fit to be a measure of the inadequacy or distortion ~ of the recon-*For a good discussion of distortion measures see Shannon [11] or Berger [17] .
struction. Thus we have the distortion measure (3)
where • is the map that describes the reconstruction process and L is the best piecewise linear inverse of • that we can fit using a particular partition.
We have developed an algorithm to calculate 9($, V) which operates on two files, one of which contains points in $ the origi,~al phase space, while the second contains the reconstructions V of these points obtained via the noisy scalar time series. First the set of reconstructed points is bisected recursively into a p&~tlon, whose elements each contain fewer than 32 points. Then linear maps are fit between the points in each partition element and the corresponding points in the original phase space S.
Finally ~e residuals Is(t)-L(v(t))l 2 are added up.
Beyond using distortion functionals to simply compare two specific reconstructions generated by different methods, we suggest that the correct way to formally approach the question of how to best reconstruct phase space from scalar time series is in terms of distortion functionals. One should start by writing down a distortion functional ~(S, V) that describes how one would like the reconstruction V to be related to the original phase space S. We have coarsely defined such a functional in eq. (3). One can then consider a set of re~.onstructions #, say all those with linear coordinate functions (eq. (1)), and order them from the least distorted to the most. One should then choose the least distorted reconstruction.
Since the experimental problem is to choose a good reconstruction when the original phase space is not available, a way to determine the ordering implied by ~(S, V~ without using S directly is needed. Following Packard et al., we suggest that a reconstruction should allow one to pred;ct measurements that are nearby in time. The idea is that if there is an), map from a set of intervals of the time series {x(t) ...... ~(t + ~'): t~Z} to the original phase space, then in order to be confident that there is a map from a gi,en reconstruction V to the original phase space, it is sufficient to demonstrate a map from V to { x(t),..., x(t + r): t ~ Z}. Thus what one wants is a new distortion functional of the reconstruction and the time series ,~'(X, V) that gives the same ordering of reconstructions as the old ~($, V).
While we have not implemented the formal approach suggested above, we can use the ideas to examine the differences between techniques of se. lecting reconstructions. Both the singular system approach of Broomhead and King and our redundancy analysis can be thought of as having a family of candidate reconstructions P and a dis. tortion functional ~'(X, V) that is usedto determine which V ~ P is best. For the singular system approach suggested by Broom~ead and King, 1~ is the set of projections (eq. (1)) with a constraint on the window length, and ~'(X, V)= -(Iv12). The redundancy afmlysis that we suggested constrains I~ to equally spaced delta functions, i.e.,
Tt,., time series
The example we have chosen is a quasiperiodic attractor in the flow generated by the following system of first-order differential equations: 
+ n(t).
(5)
and uses ~'(X, V)= -Q(m, T) (eq. (2)). Broomhead and King draw from a richer set of candidate reconstructions V, but their distortion functional emphasizes irrelevant features. The idea behind the distortion functional that we use for our redundancy analysis is that the number of distinguishable predictions about the state of the time series should be maximized, while Broomhead and King simply try to maximize the separation between reconstructed points. In other words, while we emphasize distinguishability Broomhead and King have simply assumed that "bigger is better".
Ar~ f ~ample
In this section we use an example to illustrate how seriously flawed Broomhead and King's choice of distortion functional is.
We selected this system and observable because the dynamics are very simple, yet reconstruction is difficult. The system is completely uncoupled between s o, s t and s 2, s a, and the uncoupled parts are identical except that they have incommensurate time scales. Thus we get quasiperiodicity by design. The nonlinearities have been selected so that the solution sl(t) is a rounded sawtooth as shown in fig. 2 . Such waveforms are typical of the relaxation oscillations that appear in many physica] situations. Since the measurements consist of the sum of two sawtooth functions, they have the same slope almost everywhere. Thus by examining a small segment of the time series one cannot determine the phase of either of the sawtooth oscillations (see fig. 3 ). The power spectrum and autocorrelation function shown in fig. 4 reflect the simple harmonic structure of the signal. Henceforth times will be given in units of the sampling interval which is t s ---0.02817 or about forty times as frequent as the more rapid oscillation, and we will treat the system as a discrete map.
Two analyses
Fig . 5 shows the singular values and basis vectors produced by the analysis that Broomhead and King suggest for this signal. The length of the window vectors was chosen to be 5, as given by the Broomhead-King criterion (the first inflection point in the autocorrelation function). Fig. 6 shows the reconstruction these basis vectors produce. The dense flat region at the top of fig. 6(a) arises from the long straight regions of constant slope in the time series. As indicated by the Poincar6 sections of figs. 5(c) and 5(d), these segments of the time series are so straight that information about the second phase cannot be extracted from them. Fig. 7 shows the type of redundancy analysis we suggested in [5] . Rather than simply invoking eq. (2) to select the best m and T values to use for a reconstruction, let us derive the values by an intuitive discussion of fig. 7 . Notice that the R "T curves in fig. 7 (a) accumulate along a horizontal line at about 5 bits. The slope of this accumulation fine is zero because the measure theoretic entropy is zero (h~ = 0). The fact that the curves R~ T and R'2 T fall significantly below the accumulation line indicates that neither a single measurement nor a pair of measurements are sufficient to r~rAa:~et Cllheonllont mo~tnrom~nt In nthcr worcl% neiv~er PxtT+t)lx(t) nor Px(2r~_t)lxr(t) is as "sharp" I as fiX(3T+t)lxr(t). Thus a 3-d measurement is required to specify the state of the system, and we set rn = 3. Next we turn to fig. 7 (b) to determine a value for 7". Because h~, = 0, the best choice of T is simply the one which minimizes R r. Since the R r curve is almost flat, the choice of T is not critical. R 34 is the actual minimum of R3 r and we fig. 6 ).
choose T = 34. Fig. 8 indicates that the choice of m = 3 and T-34 produces a good reconstruction. We have estimated the distortion (eq. (3)) of the reconstructions represented in figs. 6 and 8 using the algorithm described in the previous section. 
An even better reconstruction
It could be argued that we have not been fair, in that the reconstruction of fig. 6 reflects a time base of 5t s while the reconstruction of fig. 8 reflects a time base of 68t v It is true that with a longer time base it is possible to get a better reconstruction, but even with a longer window the singular value decomposition technique cannot determine what the good reconstructions are. Fig. 9 shows the first 8 basis vectors and singular values associated with a 520-window, and fig. 10 shows the reconstruction obtained from the first three basis vectors. The reconstruction is terrible because even though the random variables v 0, vt, and v 2 are linearly independent, they are very dependent by any other measure. The first component suggested by fig. 9 that is not very dependent on v 0 is v4. (12 + ,,,. ,,,(t) ),,o. ,,,(, ), (6) is very good. The point is that the singular value decomposition says very little about general independence, and the first statistically independent basis vector could have been made to fall arbitra:'ily far down in the sequence of basis vectors by ad/usting the amplitude with which we mixed the second frequency into the observable. We have checked reconstructions based on other window lengths, and as the data in table I indicate, all of these reconstructions have b_i~her distortion ~ than the one obtained from a redundancy analysis. The window lengths of 9 and 20 were chosen because in the autocorrelation function they correspond to the first zero and first local minimum, respectively.
Vl(t)=(12 +e4"w(t))el'w(t ), v2(t) =es"w(t)
The filtering provided by discarding noisedominated basis vectors is equivalent to doing a weighted average that is local in time. Kostelich and Yorke [18] note that it is better to use a filter that is local in phase space. Using their filter and the delay suggested by a redundancy analysis produces a reconstruction with .@= 0.046 which is better than any of the other reconstructions using linear coordinate functions in table I. We selected this example because the dynamics are very simple and reconstruction is difficult. The simplicity of the dynamics is due to quasiperiodicity, while the difficulty in reconstruction is due to the sawtooth character of the relaxation oscillations. Both quasiperiodicity and relaxation oscillations are frequently seen in physical systems.
Conclusion
In this paper we have explored the strengths and weaknesses of two approaches to reconstructing attractors from scalar time series. While each approach has areas of relative strength and neither approach is best for all time series, we have argued that on the whole our redundancy analysis [5] is We have used an operational measure of distortion, i.e., ~(S, V) in eq. (3), to compare a reconstruction produced by the singular system analysis of Broorahead and King with a reconstruction produced by our redundancy analysis. For the particular time series we considered, our redundancy analysis produced a reconstruction that was 6.4 times less distorted than the reconstruction produced by Broomhead and King's singular system analysis.
Each of the two approaches has a family of possible reconstructions I~ from which it selects a single reconstruction V. The selection procedures are intended to ensure a particular relationship between the original phase space S and the selected reconstruction 1I. Since only the time series measurements X and not the phase space S is accessible to an experimemer, each procedure selects a reconstruction V on the basis of a derived distortion measure ~'(X, V). For the singular system approach suggested by Broomhead and King, I~ is the set of linear projections (eq. (1)) with a constraint on the window length, and 9'(X, V) = -(Ivl2). The redundancy analysis that we suggested constrains t 5 to equally spaced delta functions and uses ~'(X,V)=-Q(m,T) (eq. (2)). The singular system approach selects from a broader class of candidate reconstructions, while the redundancy analysis has a better distortion measure. For the example we considered, the advantage of a good distortion measure proved to be more important than the advantage of selecting from a broad class of reconstructions.
We hope that better reconstruction techniques will be developed. A technique that would draw from a family of candidate reconstructions as large as that considered by Broomhead and King and would use a distortion functional that was as good as ours would be an improvement. Until such an improved distortion measure can be integrated into Broomhead and King's singular system approach, we suggest that any reconstruction produced by their technique be regarded with caution.
